English

Maths

In Shared Reading we are

In maths, we are going to

continuing to work on poetry but

focus on linking our

this time we are focusing on

fractions knowledge with

performing the poetry using facial

decimals and

expression, gestures and voice.

percentages: rounding

Then moving onto The Adventures

Topic

Summer Term 2

Science

Our topic this term is Ancient

We will be continuing our

Greece. We will be looking into

investigations into forces;

the daily life of the Greeks and

particularly looking at

how it is different or similar to

parachutes, levers, friction,

modern day; paying particular

and water resistance.

decimals and recognising

attention to the Olympics and

There will also a trip to

of Odysseus to practise our active

fractions as decimals and

theatres as well as pottery.

Woolsthorpe Manor on

reading strategies.

percent.

We are writing the chapters for the

We will then move onto

myth we have created. We will then

measuring and drawing

move onto writing our own Greek

angles and finding the

Pupils will be focusing on the

We are learning the

inspired poetry. Finally, writing a

missing angles on a

question: ‘What did Jesus do to save

vocabulary for transport.

play script based on the book The

straight line and angles

human beings?’ This will involve

Adventures of Odysseus.

around a point.

Class - 5
It’s All Greek To
Me!

Wednesday 3rd July.

RE

French

delving into the events leading up to
his crucifixion.

Art and D&T

Music

This term the children will taste

Pupils will be continuing

typical Greek foods before deciding

to learn about triple time

on their own three course Greek

and the pentatonic scale

Computing
Pupils will be learning about
databases. They will be
learning the terminology for

PSHE
This term we will be completing
two units: Staying Healthy and
Money Matters. These units will

meal comprising of a salad starter,

tie in with DT as the pupils will

using the Ancient Greeks

various aspects and then

filo parcels for main course and a

as inspiration. Pupils will

making their own databases

Greek dessert. If the children want

be able to develop their

that they will be able to search

to take home the food they have

own rhythms using their

to answer enquiries.

made, they will be asked to bring

knowledge and perform

The money unit will discuss

some small container.

these.

different ways of managing and

recognise the importance of a
balanced diet, how to keep a
healthy mind and managing risks.

saving money. Pupils will also get
the opportunity to manage a
budget linked to their DT.

PE
This term PE will focus on
Athletics skills to link with
our topic and Sports Day
on 5th July.

